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Glossary

3 Vs Volume, Variety, Velocity are key attributes of Big Data.

Big Data Define a voluminous and complex quantity of data that need to be sorted
with specific algorithms.

Data Center efficiency A facet based on PUE grading, measuring a Data center
facility energetic efficiency and associated good practices to decrease a Data
center energy consumption.

Data Center equipment and Recycling policy A facet dedicated to data cen-
ter equipment impact and associated recycling practices.

Dennard scaling As transistors get smaller their power density stays constant, so
that the power use stays in proportion with area: both voltage and current
scale (downward) with length.

E-Waste Waste consisting of discarded electronic products (computers, televisions,
cell phones, IT equipments).

Energy source A facet questioning different cloud electric energy sources environ-
mental impact, needed to power Data center equipments.

Facet Describing in this monitoring and benchmarking methodology one of the five
sections/part of the Cloud environmental score.

Green Cloud Computing Green qualify an environmentally responsible cloud
computing provider/service.

Green-washing Define marketing processes aiming to give an ecology friendly im-
age to a brand, a company, or a product, without necessary being really envi-
ronmental responsible.

Moore’s law An observation that the number of transistors in a dense integrated
circuit doubles about every two years.

Redundancy Supplying duplicate copies of data, equipment, systems, in the event
that part of a cloud computing system fails or cannot be accessed.

Usage management policy A facet evaluating the efficient handling of cloud ser-
vices usage and data produced by users.

Value Process of finding hidden values from large datasets in Big Data.

Variety Different type of data collected in Big Data.
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Velocity Speed of data transfer in Big Data.

Virtualization and Resources optimization A facet evaluating technologies re-
lated to the resources administration, through virtualization and algorithm
techniques.

Volume Amount of continuously expanding generated data in Big Data.



Chapter 1

Introduction

Cloud computing and environment protection are opposing themselves naturally.
Data-center and new technologies are one of the symbol of a massive industrializa-
tion poorly concerned by environmental issues cause by computer production and
recycling processes and energy consumption of the equipment. Naturally, environ-
ment is affected by theses bad practices and the Earth balance is changing causing
climate disasters, massive pollution affecting population. Today, it’s clear that every
human activity has to decrease the impact that he could have on the planet to avoid
reaching the climate limit that will provoke major issues on our way of life.

How cloud computing actors can evaluate their impact on climate change? How
much are we responsible from using our everyday cloud services such as social net-
work, video streaming, web browsing? The lack of knowledge about web services is
giving to users the idea that theses services are free in every dimension (both cost
free and environment cost free). Some services providers are often benefiting from
this lack of knowledge to neglect bad environment practices to reduce cost.

Nowadays an increasing number of company are investing on green cloud com-
puting. This term is used more as a marketing word, associate to green washing
practices. Both for users and providers it’s hard to evaluate clearly from the produc-
tion to the destruction or recycling and passing by the daily usage of a device how
much the use of cloud computing equipment was harmful for our environment. The
goal of this thesis will be to propose a monitoring tool evaluating the performance
of a cloud platform. In this paper we will expose cloud computing green practices
to a concrete energy consumption evaluation and benchmarking. The emissions of
CO2 related to the construction and destruction of components will be included in
the environment cost benchmarking provided in this thesis.

This thesis fits in a context of global awareness rising about environmental issues.
The impact of human activities is becoming more and more alarming and political
actors start to move forward limiting the global emissions of CO2 in order to limits
temperature rising below 2°C before 2030. Presently, it is time to propose new
models to help providers and consumers moving forward a more sustainable economy
and society model.

1



1.2 Research Questions
This thesis plan to solve the following research questions.

• What are environmental consequences of cloud services?

• How to evaluate rightfully these consequences?

• What are the last and main possible evolutions to decrease cloud impact?

• What are the possible actions for user, developer, company and cloud provider?

• How to compile previous answers to research questions in an evaluation and
information tool?

1.3 Thesis Structure
This thesis is based on a literature review of existing problems related to cloud
computing and existing or under development solutions to answer environmental or
performance problematics. To develop the subject, thesis is divided into 6 Chapters,
and structured as follows.

Chapter 1, Introduction, state the thesis topic and underlying research questions.

Chapter 2, Background, set the necessary theoretical background to apprehend
about the global topic: cloud computing and cloud computing environmental is-
sues.

Chapter 3, Cloud computing review & evaluation, present results of a literature
review to evaluate environmental performances of a cloud service. To facilitate the
review reading, and clarify evaluation, cloud computing review has been divided
into 5 main thematics.

Chapter 4, Implementation, is providing a presentation of a web tool development
compiling results and evaluation presented in previous chapter.

Chapter 5, Evaluation & Discussion, is dedicated to an open discussion and reflexion
about the thesis topic and implementation.

Chapter 6, Conclusion, summarize the thesis works and conclude the thesis.



Chapter 2

Background

Based on literature review and existing research, important background for this
thesis will be described in this chapter.

2.1 Cloud Computing overview
In order to observe and benchmark cloud computing practices for a greener cloud,
it’s needed to have a perfect overview on cloud computing concepts and subject. In
this section, we will provide a literature definition of Cloud computing, Data Center
architecture and Big Data.

Cloud Computing definition

Cloud computing is a recent information technology (IT) paradigm. This term has
been popularized by GAFA companies (Google, Apple, Facebook and Amazon), when
they start developing forward this technology and providing it as a service, Amazon
start using this term in 2008. The term cloud computing is defining both hardware,
systems software in data centers and to services they are providing: applications
delivered through the Internet. It’s now a common knowledge that cloud computing
has three layers. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST [1])
describe these three layers as following Software as a Service, Platform as a Service,
and Infrastructure as a Service, shown at Figure 2.1.

• Software as a Service (SaaS) The cloud provider dispense an application,
meant for end-users, and delivered over the web. The application is running on
a cloud architecture and use various cloud services (storage, computing power,
etc.) with a lot of limitation regarding the cloud architecture.

• Platform as a Service (PaaS) The cloud provider deliver a ready to deploy
interface for applications developed using standard programming language,
services and tools offered by providers. Customers do not manage the under-
lying architecture including networks, storage, processing, servers, OS.

3
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• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) The cloud provider grant a lot of access to
resources such as storage, network, processing or OS. The customer is able
to deploy and run applications arbitrarily, but do not need to take care of
underlying architecture but still have control over it, exception made from
cloud essentials concepts (example firewalls, cloud virtualization).

Figure 2.1: Cloud Layers

Most cloud providers will offers different variations of model to their customers,
from SaaS to IaaS. Note that cloud providers, through successive mashups could be
themselves own users of SaaS to use their own Infrastructure.

NIST define also 5 main characteristics for Cloud Computing model:

• On-demand, self-service A cloud computing service will provide additional
resources automatically without a human intervention.

• Broad Network access Resources are available through network.

• Resource pooling Cloud service provide resources through virtualization in or-
der to serve multiple customers by using a multi-tenant model. Customer have
few knowledge or control about the location or provenance of given resources.

• Rapid elasticity Cloud resources are heavily and rapidly scalable, often auto-
matically. For a customer point of view, resources have to look infinite.

• Measured service Cloud resources usage are monitored, optimized and reported
in a transparent ways to the user. Provider aims at cost optimization for them
and their customers.
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Cloud Data Center architecture

From a cloud service provider point of view, always answering users need is a chal-
lenge requiring a lot of resources around the world. Computing power, data storage
are constantly increasing needs to answer with an increasing fleet of servers stored
in warehouse. The Figure 2.2 schematize a classical architecture of a Data Center
based on the article The datacenter as a computer: An introduction to the design of
warehouse-scale machines [2].

Figure 2.2: Data Center: from server to energy provider

Important metrics has been introduce by The Green Grid1 [3–5] to measure the
sustainability of a Data Center. In this thesis, focus is done on the following one:

• Power usage effectiveness (PUE) is one of the most important indicator
of Data Centers. A low PUE (close to 1) indicate a performing Data Center
using few energy on servers cooling.

• Green Energy Coefficient (GEC) is another indicator quantifying the part
of renewable (green) energy consume by a Data Center divided by the total
amount of energy used by the Data Center. For example, a Data Center
running at 100% with green energy should have a GEC equal to 1.

PUE and GEC will be more detailed in Chapter 3.

1https://www.thegreengrid.org/
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Big data

The continuous increase of data produced by users and cloud services usage through
social networks or Internet of Things (IoT) has lead to the storage of a ever-growing
quantity of data. Indeed, Internet usage is producing an exponential quantity of
data, store by companies. This phenomenon is recognize as Big Data, and charac-
terize by an wide quantity of structured or unstructured data. Highly correlated to
cloud computing, Big Data needs a scalable and powerful IT architecture able to
collect and process massive amount of data. According to Demchenko [6] or Rus-
som [7] Big Data is characterize by 3 Vs, highlighting the needs and meanings of Big
Data. A supplementary "V", Value, is useful to add to the cloud computing context
of this thesis. Presented by Hashem [8], Value is directly related to cloud computing
because it’s defining processes of discovering interests in collected data. Efficient
processing are needed here to avoid energy wasting: this part will be analyzed in
upcoming chapters. Volume, variety, velocity, and value are illustrated in Figure 2.3
and are defined in that way:

• Volume : Quantity of continuous collection of data. It is expressing the fact
of collecting a lot more data than a traditional system and often express in
terabytes or petabytes.

• Variety : Different type of data collected. It defining the fact that Big Data
is constituted of many types (text, data log, image, video, audio) and come
from many sources (mobile application, website, IoT devices).

• Velocity : Data stream speed. It’s often a problem to handle a lot of data
at very high speed and compute relevant indicators from data collection in a
short timeframe.

• Value : Processes revealing undisclosed values of data. Cloud computing
should handle this challenge to compute data in a rapid and efficient way
to produce profitable knowledge from collected data.

Figure 2.3: 4 Vs of Big Data
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2.2 Cloud Computing: environment issues overview
In the last half-century the use of Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT) has change the entire humanity life and efficiency at work. ICT still for
many a very abstract concept and it’s hard to see through all the mechanism of
Internet, Cloud computing or even the production of the everyday smartphone.
The complexity of technologies hidding environmental issues due to IT, are invisible
to user. Environmental problems such like large energy consumption, Data Center
carbon cost for replacing broken hardware and IT water consumption are totally
unknown from most cloud users.

Electric consumption of the Internet use was estimated to 7% of the global
electric consumption [9, 10] in 2012 and is now estimated between 7% and 12%.
According to Morley, Widdicks, and Hazas [11], Data Center are consuming 1.4% of
the world electric production against 1.6% related to computers usage. It is as energy
expensive to provide cloud services as using them. Trends in ICT sector tends to
increase the part of ICT consumption in the global energy consumption, which is an
alarming signal for environment protection. Indeed, most of IT infrastructures still
powered by non-clean energy sources such as coal, fuel or nuclear power (Chapter 3
will developp further the powering issues of Cloud Data Center).

This growing problem has been taken into account by numerous companies,
and start commitment toward green energy sources, leading to the use of the term
Green Cloud computing wrongly and through. It’s hard for cloud end-users to be in-
formed about clean energy commitments and green-washing is a common marketing
practice. GreenPeace2 is providing a guide [10] and leading public actions against
unrespectful companies. For instance, actions towards Facebook3 in 2011 [12] helped
a lot to make companies move forward a 100% renewable energy model. Although
many cloud services providers continue to show too few interest for changing their
energy policy. How to engage more the entire IT community toward green energy?

Looking back at technology adoption history, moving forward a greener cloud is
requiring both knowledge and economical interest [13] (for Cloud providers). Actions
can be lead by Cloud services users, if they have enough knowledge about issues
behind an unclean provider, and start moving forward a better usage of their own
cloud services.

2.3 Dualism of cloud computing technologies usage
Radu[14] literature survey shows clearly a growing interest over the years for the
Green Cloud Computing field and demonstrate very interesting fact about cloud
computing usage. A Cloud service is polluting by essence, but by using it instead of
other services, it can save energy and resources. It is mainly due to the usage of vir-
tualization and optimization of existing resources to serve a maximum of customers,
what was not done in former serving technologies. Also, grouping server in a greater

2https://www.greenpeace.org
3https://facebook.com
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sized Data Center usually comes with an economy of scale and a better organiza-
tion of resources, to optimize Data Center performance (like PUE). The following
Figure 2.4 is presenting Cloud computing positive and negative externalities.

Figure 2.4: Cloud computing Internalities & Externalities

Indeed, it’s necessary to observe that Cloud computing is a progress compare
to previously existing technologies. The problem that Cloud computing is facing
today, is the constant increase Internet and web services usage, increasing also the
environmental cost due to Data Center expansion. In conclusion, it is evident that
Cloud computing is facing a core dualism about environment protection. Now that
the technology is widely expanded, actors can move forward a greener Cloud, in
order to minimize even more the impact of ICT on our planet.



Chapter 3

Cloud computing review &
evaluation

Introduction
The review goal’s is to propose a set of criteria to evaluate the impact of a given
actual cloud service from servers to users. To get this framework working, an entire
benchmarking set has been build.

Firstly, a survey of interesting and recent papers has been realized to acquire
relevant data about cloud energy consumption and best green practices in the sector.
A bibliography references table is provided for each section of the evaluation.

Secondly, each of theses assumption based on scientific studies or paper will be
aggregated in an evaluation framework and classify for each part of a traditional
cloud computing service process. Theses part will be from now defined as facets.

A facet is a share of the total cloud environmental impact that this monitoring
and benchmarking tool will compute. A facet is defining a unique and relevant set of
metrics to be compute/evaluate for a given part of a cloud service set of technology.
Each facet come with four definition parts: Problem, Evaluation, Actions, Future
& discussion. Theses definition are dispensed in global spirit and aims to apply as
many cloud services or related company as possible.

9
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As Figure 3.1 illustrates it, our cloud environmental framework is composed of
5 facets. Theses facets are respectively named, from the energy source to the user,
Energy source, Data Center efficiency, Data Center equipment and recy-
cling policy, Virtualization and resources optimization, and Usage man-
agement policy. Each facet intend to answer associate questions in the table.

Figure 3.1: Presentation of the facets framework

3.1 Energy Source
This facet is presenting a major Cloud environmental
impact factor: the electric energy source of a given
datacenter. This is all the more important since en-
ergy consumption is at the base of a Data Center
model, with an average annual electricity consumption
of 13,684 MWh (according to a study on 289 Data
Center conduct by Avgerinou, Bertoldi, and Castellazzi
[15]). This is similar to the annual consumption of 1
million inhabitants city.

Problem

Greenpeace [10] has conduct several survey about the pollution due to Data Cen-
ter energy sources. The problem is simple: Data Centers are consuming a lot of
electricity (around 2% of the world electric production). On the other hand, power
production is a major cause of air pollution and other nuisance to humans or en-
vironment. According to data collected by Ritchie and Roser, in 2016, electricity
production is responsible of more than 20 million CO2 gigagrams emissions 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: CO2 Emissions by sector [16]

Air pollution occurs when large quantities of particles, such as CO2 are intro-
duced into atmosphere. Theses particles find their sources in natural phenomenon
and human activities. Main damage of air pollution are cause to environment (green-
house effect) and human health effects.

Therefore, Data Center energy source as a main impact on environment depend-
ing from source possible externalities. Nowadays, there is four main energy sources
for electricity production: coal, gas, nuclear and renewable. These sources are
analyze deeper here.

• Coal Emissions of CO2 are mostly due to coal (almost 50%) in the world. A
coal-fired power station emit 1,7 Mt CO2 per year with a average rate of 820
gram of CO2 per MWh. Thermal efficiency rate is 40%.

Coal usage produce a lot of others pollutants, like sulfur dioxide, causing acid
rains, ashes and waste products containing toxic agents (mercury, uranium,
thorium, heavy metals, arsenic, fluorine). Most of theses agents have strong
effects on environment and human health (cancer, contamination of water and
land). Methane (CH4) an important greenhouse effect gas (34 time more
stronger than CO2) is also released from coal burning.
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One of the most important problem in coal usage, is the extraction of coal.
There is an important risk that coal mining employees could develop cancer
and more specially, lung cancer due to polluted air breathing. Impacts on
environment depends from the production methods. In most of the cases, coal
mining as wide and durable effects on water and air quality near the mining
site.

Because coal burning is twice more polluting than gas, it’s a urgent need to
reduce the usage of coal in the energy industry. Some projects of carbon
capturing for coal-fired power station are reducing the emissions of CO2, but
it’s not a viable long term solution: as a reminder coal mining and coal waste
are still dangerous for environment and human health. Power station are also
using a lot of water during the electricity production adding to the balance a
non environment friendly practice to that electricity production method.

• Gas & Oil Fossils energy (excluding coal) have also a strong impact on the
environment pollution, mostly due to CO2 emissions. A gas-fired power sta-
tion emit 0,72 Mt of CO2 per year with an average rate of 490 gram of CO2
par MWh. Thermal efficiency rate is 55%.

Evidently, oil and gas are fossils energy: the combustion is needed to release
energy, creating carbon dioxide a massive greenhouse effect provoker. CO2
emissions are still high, and it’s the second most polluting resource after coal.
The usage of fossil energy for electricity generation irremediably cause envi-
ronmental problems (global warming and air pollution).

Furthermore, oil extraction has several chances to cause environmental prob-
lems like oil spill. Oil spill are causing massive damage to wildlife and human
communities living from sea products. For example, Deepwater Horizon oil
spills have cause many long term damage to a 40,000 km2 area of ocean, and
2100 km of shoreline. Gas extraction is also presents dangerous risks for en-
vironment: hydraulic fracturing causing ground water pollution and ground
damage, and drilling causing lands and air pollution near drilling location.
Gas and oil extraction and exploitation are causing less trouble than coal, but
still a main cause of air pollution and water pollution, directly responsible of
human health disturber. The massive usage of water in non-conventional gas
extraction in regions needing water are also responsible of unreasonable usage
of ground water sources, damaging local ecosystem.

Fossils energy sources are causing permanent environmental losses to extrac-
tion locations, and still the second major emission source of CO2. It is very
important for Cloud to stop using energy coming from theses sources to go
clean and avoid being responsible of ecosystems destruction.
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• Nuclear Often describe as carbon-free nuclear energy has way less impact on
global warming and air pollution. During production, it is true that nuclear
energy does not produce any CO2 (like renewable energy) but the CO2 cost
to acquire uranium and the construction of power plants rise up the estima-
tion of CO2 emitted by a nuclear power plant with a median life cycle CO2
equivalent of 12 gram per kWh, close from renewable energy sources emissions.

But the real problem with nuclear energy is the uncertainty about nuclear
waste and nuclear risk. Nuclear energy is producing vast quantities of waste
that cannot be threaten in a simple way. Nuclear waste are radioactive (some
of them still radioactive and dangerous for more than 1000 years). Nuclear
waste are presenting an important risk for human health (cancer, death) and
environment (water contamination, wildlife destruction). Countries presently
using nuclear power plants have projects of deep burying for high risk nuclear
waste debated in scientific communities.

Indeed, nuclear waste and power plants are subject to the probability of ac-
cident, and in the case of radioactive accident, it has been long time proven
how dangerous it could be for human communities and planet environment.
Scientific progress allows enough security in this domain, but Fukushima re-
cent example has proven that the accident risk is still present and can affect
durably a region.

For theses reasons, the use of nuclear energy is highly inadvisable to Cloud
actors moving forward a sustainable energy mix choice, despite the carbon free
advantage of nuclear energy.

• Renewable Renewable energy sources are multiples: solar panels, wind tur-
bine, and hydroelectric power are main systems developed today. Like nuclear
power there are not carbon-free because the installation require energy and ma-
terials. The main advantage is renewable energy don’t require a combustible.
So, during the energy creation process, there is no CO2 emissions and no ra-
dioactive waste to treat.

The main challenge of renewable energy sources like photovoltaic system or
wind turbine is the variation of electricity produced. Classics power station
are able to deliver a constant amount of electricity to the network, unlike some
renewable energy sources.

On the opposite side, geothermal and hydropower sources are offering a con-
stant electric production. Geothermal sources site are concentrating the in-
terest of Cloud companies. Greenland, a country offering a lot of geothermal
sources, with a cold climate could perfectly fit the needs of a Data center, in
a ecological way (precisions in following section). Huge hydropower stations
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affects environment by deforming geological spaces questioning the ecological
impact and interest of the technology. It still a low carbon production method,
better than non renewable energy sources.

Renewable energy sources are offering a reasonable alternative to others energy
sources, carbon-free and waste free after installation. But the investment costs
for energy providers company is not encouraging for a fast transition. Cloud
actors can act forward green energy sources by buying electricity from energy
providers insuring investing only on renewable energy.

Evaluation

In order to evaluate the ecologic impact of energy sources, we will use different
indicators. One of them is the GEC, with the below formula 3.1.

GEC =
Total Data center renewable energy consumption (kW )

Total Data center energy consumption (kW )
(3.1)

The main idea behind the grading of energy source choices of a Data Center for
this facet, is to sanction the usage of environment unfriendly energy sources like Coal.
For each unclean source percentage usage, a negative weight is assign, downgrading
the GEC metric in the final facet grading. Coal and Gas energy sources have the
most negative weight, with a respective weight of 0.25 and 0.2. Nuclear power still
a risky energy source causing long term waste, so have a 0.05 negative weight. We
evaluate Data Center results here, and for that reason cloud actors commitment
are not taken into account in the facet grade. A low transparency affect negatively
the Data Center Energy Source grade (Data Center resident country energy sources
repartition are taken instead and a non-transparency malus is subtracted).

Facet Grading = GEC −
(
(C ∗ 0.25) − (F ∗ 0.2)− (N ∗ 0.05)

)
− tr (3.2)

with C: Data Center Carbon energy Usage (%)
F: Data Center Gas Usage (%)

N: Data Center Nuclear energy Usage (%)
tr: Energy sources transparency (0 if provided | -0.05 if not provided)

As we can see from the table, this grading is punitive for Data Center using too
few renewable energy sources: a minimum average GEC of 0.15 is needed avoid the
minimum grade.
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GEC Coal (%) Others
fossils (%) Nuclear (%) tr Facet Grading

0.04 0 0 96 0 0
0.16 0 83 0 0 0
0.2 80 0 0 0 0
... ... ... ... ... ...
0.25 75 0 0 0 0.0625
0.25 0 75 0 0 0.1
0.25 0 0 75 0 0.2125
... ... ... ... ... ...
0.5 50 0 0 0 0.375
0.5 0 50 0 0 0.4
0.5 0 0 50 0 0.475
... ... ... ... ... ...
1.0 0 0 0 0 1

Table 3.1: Energy source evaluation sample, based on GEC and energy types usage

Figure 3.3: Facet Grading formula applied for each source percentage by GEC grade
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Actions

Evaluation show clearly from which sources energy is coming. If the part of fossil
energy are too important (>70%), progress needs to be apply now to avoid future
huge investment cost in cleaner energy. Indeed, carbon taxes are on the way to be
applied by governments and the sooner a company takes care of reducing impacts
on environment the sooner company will benefits from investing in green energy
or technology. Everyone has a role to play here, and Click Green1 campaign lead
by Greenpeace has shown the interest of users about Cloud company electricity
provider policy. Let’s analyze possible actions for different roles of the framework.

Cloud Provider

Cloud providers are the more responsible of bad energy mix choices of their Data
centers, and the main target of environment protection organizations. They have to
take engagements in favor of a greener energy mix, to enhance Data center GEC,
and communicate them as most as possible. A list of possible actions are proposed
here.

1. Monitor and communicate electric consumption for each source type.
If electricity provider don’t provide theses informations, it is important to
change for another one, or to ask for sources. Some responsible energy providers
are offering to invest benefits in renewable energy sources and are develop-
ing around the world; more transparent they communicate more informations
about energy mix and investments choices.

2. Invest in and consume more renewable energy sources Renewable En-
ergy Certificates (REC) allows company to compensate the use of unclean
energy sources like gas or nuclear sources. It’s a proof that a certain amount
of clean energy has been put into the USA energy network encouraging the
development of green energy sources.

3. Install renewable energy generator near Data Center Easy to install
at a medium size, solar panels or windmill are producing enough energy all
among the year to reduce efficiently the energy bill of the Data Center. At a
larger scale Data Center company, installing a Data Center on a region with
specificities for renewable energy (such as geothermal sources, land with good
solar energy or wind rendering) will ensure a constant source of renewable
energy.

4. Re-think Data center architecture for green energy sources. Most
of renewable energy sources are not offering a constant energy delivering in
time. It’s necessary to add batteries in consequences to insure the continuous
delivery of energy to the Data Center. Most of Data centers emergency elec-
tric generators are using non-renewable energy sources and using theme will

1http://www.clickclean.org/international/en/
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decrease the GEC grading of the Data Center. Such battery balancing are
requiring specific architecture describe by Goiri et al. [17] and Li, Orgerie, and
Menaud [18].

5. Engage the company into a 100% renewable energy commitments. It
is important to state future goals for the company in term of energy and espe-
cially energy choices. Joining main Internet companies in a 100% renewable
energy commitment will show the interest of your company for global warming
problems and push energy actors to reduce investment price of green energy
to follow wishes of their customers.

Developer & Company

A service developer have to take a more important care about the platform provider
energy policy. Actions are easy to take, especially at the creation of the product or
service: including energy providers in the service definition have to be consider to
insure reliability of Cloud services. Most of the main Cloud platforms providers are
offering similar compatibility and pricing policy.

1. Verify provider energy source This information is too rarely given by data-
center. An indicator, the GEC, is very simply showing the part of renewable
energy used by a company. Providing such an indicator is already a good move
forward a green electricity policy, because few company are declaring it.

2. Check the location of datacenter . Electricity sources of a majority of
Data center are very similar to the main energy source of the country or state
location of the Data center. In France, most of the electricity come from
Nuclear Power: OVH, a French company offering servers and private cloud, is
directly energy dependent from the French electricity provider EDF. EDF is
producing 84% of the total electricity of France with nuclear power [19].

3. Migrate or install product on a Data center using green energy. Eas-
ier to define at early stage development, the choice of the Data Center were the
product will be deployed is an important potential ecological choice. Cost is
often preferred, it is now useful to think about environmental impact or qual-
ity of service first. Migrating is time and work costly, but it can be envisaged
if the Data Center is not anymore answering needs and ecological aspects of
the web service created.

4. Display provider metric’s on product interface. Most of Internet users
are not aware of the energy consumption of the Internet. By providing such
metrics, you will rise user interest for the problem and show a clear engagement
of your product in favor of a cleaner energy mix. Product image will certainly
benefit from previous suggestions applied to service and show different energy
engagements.
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User

The user base of a service has more power to influence Cloud actors than everyone
think. Most of businesses are today very dependent to the brand reputation and
users opinion are taken into account.

1. Get inform The toughest point for users is usually to consider the problem
and be aware of it. Cloud services are abstracting the reality of datacenter,
making it hard to perceive for most of the users (in 2012, s survey conduct on
1000 Americans as shown that only 16% know what cloud computing is[20]).
Indeed, with so few knowledge about Cloud concept it is even harder to know
that Cloud is consuming considerable amount of electricity, based on unclean
energy sources. User-interface are not providing enough information about
consumption and companies communicate too poorly around their sources
of electricity. Hopefully, organization (as Greenpeace) are conducting annual
survey about main Internet companies.

2. Get engage Most of the cloud services are cost-free but user still customers
of the company. A strong mobilization of them could destabilize the business
balance of a company. Engagement can be as simple as communicating the
need to change toward a greener energy provider to the company through social
medias or mail. Supporting organization during their information campaign is
also a strong vector of change, to inform an increasing number of users about
the problem.

3. Re-Shape Cloud services usage Refer to usage management policy facet
actions.
Having a better daily usage could logically reduce the use of dirty energy
sources, by reducing the electricity consumption of a Data center (through a
"Small streams make big rivers" effect).

Future & discussion

Good progress of main companies such as Apple, Facebook and Google are good in-
dicators of a greater responsibility of Cloud providers in the future. The investment
of these companies helped a lot to decrease the cost of renewable energy production
equipment. Governments are also starting to move forward, by proposing new ob-
jectives for energy. The increase of oil price place good hope on a natural balance
about energy production in the future. Undeniably, an equilibrium in energy pro-
duction price will help the rise of wind or solar powering solutions.

However, the rising number of Data Centers in emerging countries like China
or India is worrying, considering that coal energy source of these countries (72,8%
in 2014). Greenpeace already deplored the lack of transparency and investment of
most of the cloud actors in China, and have strong difficulties to get relevant data
about Data Center consumption.
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3.2 Data Center Efficiency
This facet focus on Cloud computing Data Center.
Data Center architecture has been described in the
Chapter 2. The number of Data Centers in the world is
estimated to 8.6 million according to IDC2. In 2018,
this number is decreasing in the profit of Cloud Data
Centers, already occupying three quarter of the total
workload of Data Centers. At this scale, small improve-
ment of Data Center architecture, from temperature to
hardware, can avoid energy wasting durably and shows
the significance of monitoring Data Centers efficiency.

Problem

Data center are consuming energy for a natural need: equipment such as servers,
storage hardware, switch, routers, firewalls are consuming electricity while their
are in use. Most of this equipment is running 24 hours a day, making there con-
sumption constant in time (by default: for non-constant energy consumption, check
Section 3.4). Data Center equipments main issue is the heat produce while employ-
ing. Indeed, the heat need to be handle to avoid to damage server (recommended
Data Center temperature is varying from 20°C to 30°C depending from Data Center
optimization). As the use of equipment produce heat, and the equipment needs to
work in a temperature controlled environment, a Data center needs and aims to cool
down (or avoid temperature rising of) equipment areas.

PUE is hopefully a widely spread indicators, and most of the Data Center are
publishing it publicly. The reason is simple: optimizing PUE is both an ecological
improvement and a financial saving, allowing Data Centers to spend less on the
annual energy bill. Facebook and Google are strong actors in this domain and
provide public resources to decrease energy wasting for the cooling of large Data
Centers. PUE is calculated by the formula 3.3.

PUE =
Total Facility Energy

IT Equipment Energy
(kW ) (3.3)

Another metric Data Center Infrastructure Efficiency (DCIE) 3.4 is also used,
expressing the same concept of Data Center energy efficiency.

DCIE =
IT Equipment Energy

Total Facility Energy
∗ 100% = 1/PUE (3.4)

However, it is important to notice PUE and DCIE limits: theses indicators are
not taking into account the entire Data Center infrastructure. As shown in 2.2,

2http://www.datacenterknowledge.com/archives/2014/11/11/idc-amount-of-worlds-data-
centers-to-start-declining-in-2017
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energy provider, generators and transformers are not part of the PUE indicator,
often ignored in efficiency monitoring to increase average performance.

According to a survey realized on 289 European union Data Centers, by Avgeri-
nou, Bertoldi, and Castellazzi[15] in 2017, average European Data Centers PUE is
equal to 1.80. This average is high and PUE vary between 3.0 and 1.0 demonstrating
the variety of performance at the European scale.

What is actually causing a bad PUE is a unnecessary use of energy (that might
coming from non environmental friendly sources) due to a lack of Data center archi-
tecture designing . Losses are part of a Data Center concept, because IT equipment
need cooling and to respect the working temperature, to prevent system break. But,
it is possible now to apply many concept and good practices to avoid unreasonable
energy losses resulting in environment pollution. Bad practices are of two main
types: an unnecessary cool down of IT equipment and a low energy performance
cooling system. In addition, the Data Center location is also an important criteria:
a low temperature country facilitate the cooling of Data Center equipment at the
opposite of a high temperature country or place.

In conclusion, low performance are affecting directly the environment. Perfor-
mance indicators are spread, but electricity cost accessibility do not push all actors
to move forward the optimization of Data Centers, causing an unreasonable usage
of energy to support IT equipment.

Evaluation

To evaluate a Data Center Efficiency in this facet, PUE (or DCIE) is the base
metric. A range table evaluate the efficiency level of the datacenter (Table 3.2).
Nowadays, Inefficient Data Center (3.0 < PUE > 2.0) have no more excuses to
not follow standard recommendations and are sanctioned with a grade of 0.1. At
the opposite, standard datacenter like most of Google and Facebook Data Center
(respective total average of 1.1 and 1.14) are highlighted with a score of 1.

PUE DCIE Level of Efficiency Facet Grading

>3.0 <33% Very inefficient 0
2.0<>3.0 <50% Inefficient 0.1
1.8<>2.0 <55% Average 0.5
1.5<>1.8 <65% Better than Average 0.6
1.3<>1.5 <75% Efficient 0.8
1.0<>1.3 >75% Very Efficient 1
1.0 100% Theoretical (at a Cloud scale) >1

Table 3.2: Data Center Efficiency Evaluation, based on PUE (or DCIE)
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Actions

Cloud provider

Most of the main actors of cloud services are sharing progress in an open way to
encourage Data Center being more efficient. Here is a list of main procedure to gain
efficiency in a majority of Data Centers.

• Localization Examine Data Center location, before installing it, or think
about moving Data Center to new locations. Nordic countries with a cold
climate facilitate the cooling needs of a Data Center. Canada, Greenland,
Finland, are examples of countries were the installation of Data Center is
progressing due to colder climatic conditions and natural cooling resources
(like cold sea-water, see picture 3.4).

Figure 3.4: Google Data Center (Finland) use cold sea-water to reach a 1.09 PUE.

• Water cooling Traditional air cooling is highly power consuming. Water
cooling is nowadays a widespread technique to enhance the PUE of a Data
Center. Water cooling is based on simple heat exchanger principle. Hot air
arrive in an exchanger and is cool down by contact of cold water stream. Air
leaves the exchanger colder than before and can return to Data Center cold
lane. Hot water is handle by cooling towers and evaporation or any other exit.
Following figure 3.2 is representing the entire cycle of water cooling process.

Hot water exit can used in many ways, and some company start exploiting
innovative solutions such as building heating, micro turbine electricity gener-
ation, swimming pool heating or greenhouse heating. The Data Center heat
recycling has lead to the creation of a metric, the Energy Reuse Effectiveness
(ERE), which can be calculated with the following equation 3.5.

ERE =
Total Facility Energy - Reuse

Total Facility Energy
(3.5)

• Temperature regulation Firstly, elevation of the global temperature is the
easiest way to decrease energy consumption related to cooling the entire Data
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Center. During the design (or re-design) of the Data Center architecture it is
important to study air and to modelize thermal flux in the entire Data Center,
to understand how warm flux has to be manage. In a modern conception of
Data Center, we oppose cold lanes to warm lanes (Figure 3.2). A simple re-
design of the air flux and a better separation of incoming and outgoing air help
a lot to efficiently maintain IT equipment at a the right working temperature.

Separating IT equipment, based on the heat they are producing is also a
good way to manage efficiently the cooling needs of a server. For example,
power supply blocs could handle a higher temperature, and could be isolate
themselves in warmer lane. It’s important to classify Data Center equipments
depending from their needs of cooling and the heat they are producing to
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optimize the entire cooling and temperature environment infrastructure.

• TIER & Emergency energy providers The organization Uptime Institute3

classify Data Centers into 4 levels: Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, Tier 4. These levels
are defining the availability of a Data Center and respective interruption hour
number per year. Respecting and reaching such availability levels require
redundancy (for Tier 4: 2N + 1) and emergency powering sources. Such energy
sources are often requiring emergency systems, inefficient and requiring a lot of
energy conversion. Installing battery on the rack allow to suppress unnecessary
conversion steps efficiently. This practice influence a lot architecture choice at
the Data Center creation, and thinking about this early is a good insight.

Respecting Tier levels for your entire service are also a non environment
friendly choice, because of redundancy, duplicating the consumed resources
needs. As much as possible, optimizing availability depending on the user
need is a best practice. It will be develop in section 3.4.

Developer & User

Developer and user have few control about Data Center efficiency. Like for the
Energy Sources, the best reaction is to stay informed of the situation and check up
on the frequently used Cloud services PUE. If PUE is not satisfying, try to migrate to
another Data Center, more efficient. Complain about this lack of investment to the
service or Data Center actors is an efficient action to sensitize more people. In the
long term, it could engage political actors or organization into the acknowledgement
of the problem. By promoting server efficiency best practices, public and developer
community could incentive Data Center to do better.

Future & discussion

Upcoming technologies will help developing more efficient Data Centers: servers and
IT component can work in higher temperature year after year. Some Data Center
will be able to work at a 30°C temperature, making cooling needs of server less
energy consuming.

The open-source design of a Data Center, racks and server will help a lot others
Data Center companies to follow best practices to reduce energy consumption. It
require investment, but it’s worth the price in long term. PUE is now accepted
and recognize, most of the Data Center are sharing this data, even if there still
improvements to be followed forward Efficiency measuring transparency.

Data Center heat reusing is also a trending topic and many new model of Data
Center are arriving in the next years. According to the prevision of Data center
number diminution (migrating forward bigger Cloud Data Center), it is possible to
hope for the diminution of non optimized Data Centers in favor of better energy
efficient large Data Centers of main Cloud market actors.

3https://uptimeinstitute.com/tier-certification
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3.3 Data Center Equipment and Recycling Policy
A main cause of Data Center pollution is the IT equip-
ment production. According to Berthoud et al. [21], a
computer require 240 kg of fossils energies and 1500
liters of water during his creation. The computer him-
self use a various spectrum of potentially toxic compo-
nents for environment (lead, mercury, gold, copper,
barium, lithium and even arsenic). Most of the IT
used equipment is not recycle, leading to major en-
vironmental problems near waste landfill where they
are dumped or burned (usually developing countries,
as China, India, Malaysia, Ghana, Kenya).

Problem

In each Cloud computing data center there are a great number of machines, and each
of them are subject to failure. Darwish[22] work shows the average reliability of main
hardware components of a Cloud Service. It shows that the Mean Time to Failure
(MTTF) is varying from 5 minutes to 9 hours depending from the component. For
example, an hard drive breaks occur every 5 hours. At a Data Center scale, breaks
probability are causing a lot of replacements or reparation needs per day. Most of
the breaks are reparable, and hardware breaks can be diagnostic to allow reusing
components in the Data Center. A lack of recycling in a Data Center is identifiable
by two main indicators:

• Absence of diagnostic for broken components of servers. Data centers
manpower have to be trained to identify breaks, classify them and follow a
procedure of reuse or recycling according to the diagnostic. A lack of processes
or training indicate a low recycling performance.

• Absence of partnerships with recycling associations or retailers. A
Data center is producing a lot of e-waste. This massive production should
be taken into account to not throw away component without knowing where
there will be shredded. Many charity are proposing to reuse components, and
even some company are creating value from e-waste. An used component still
working but not meeting performances needs of a Data Center can be put
on the public market at low price. An used component not working can be
dismantled to get valuable materials (gold, silver, copper) and avoid to free
toxic materials (mercury, arsenic, lead, batteries) in nature.

Data center equipment is also a main cause of pollution, released during IT pro-
duction a lot of CO2 and a lot of water. Manufacturers are responsible from choosing
good designs to lower down energy consumption of IT equipment but also of pro-
cesses during production. Materials choice are also very important. Unfortunately,
not all manufacturers are concerned by producing and product externalities, dam-
aging environment. The choice is left to customers (here Data center) to promote
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an ethic manufacturer. Transportation CO2 cost must also be taken into account.
A local manufacturer will have less impact on environment due to transport rather
than a farther one. Moreover, unethical manufacturers are not concerned about ma-
terials provenance. Re-usability of old components helps decrease the carbon-cost
of new equipment, and this choice is rarely followed in favor of cost-efficiency.

Finally, a lack of recycling and unethical design of IT equipments will lead to
a major growing problem: E-Waste production. E-Waste are frequently containing
hazardous substances for environment and are still disposed in classic landfills, with-
out sorting out dangerous elements. China, India and various countries of Africa
are main targets for massive e-waste landfills problems. E-waste toxic substances
moving from landfill to air, water, dust and finally food are poisoning local commu-
nities. It has been observed that neurotoxicants coming from e-waste are affecting
communities. Pregnant women are main target of hazardous substances affecting
the good development of the fetus, provoking fetus and child neurodevelopment
perturbation. They are also high risk of cancer due to exposure and ingestion of
derivate e-waste substances. To protect health of concerned communities, it is im-
portant to innovate in the dismantlement of e-waste. New technologies needs to be
develop to avoid burying toxic substances. IT manufacturers have to be involved in
such problematics and create responsible processes for product after-life.

Evaluation

Cloud actors must follow responsible equipment and recycling commitments stated
by providing services companies. To green equipment procurement and after-life,
corporation must follow a "Three Rs" rule. Theses rules insure to green the entire
IT equipment life-cycle, represented in Figure 3.3.

1. Reuse

Some computer components are still useful for many years and can be easily
move to a less computing performances area. For example, Facebook is reusing
old hard drive for his cold storage server. In the same idea, components can
still be useful for other companies or particular and can be resold or donate
to associations.

2. Refurbish

A Data Center server racks must allows to easily replace broken parts or be
easily update of each server. By avoiding entire server replacement, companies
will save money on future replacement and avoid the creation of e-waste.

3. Recycle

Broken IT components and unwanted computers ends up in landfills. It’s a
necessity to avoid that, by giving up used components to industrial partners.
Facilities will handle the recycling by separating substances of e-waste and
selling or reuse them for future electric components creation.
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Evaluation of Cloud services is realized depending from the providing Data Cen-
ter engagements according to "Three Rs" rule and IT manufacturer and distributor
choice. The table 3.3 is describing the grading framework.

Section Not
implicated Shows efforts Engaged

0 0.15 0.3

Reuse No reusing :
dispose

Regulation OR
Processes OR
Associations

Regulation AND
Processes AND
Associations

0 0.15 0.3
Refurbish No refurbishing:

dispose
Fewer than 20% of

refurbishing
More than 20% of

refurbishing
0 0.15 0.3

Recycle No recycling policy < 40% recycling > 40% recycling
0 +0.05 +0.05

Equipment
responsible No policy Energy aware

equipment
Responsible and
local sources

Facet total Sum of each section score.

Table 3.3: Data Center equipment and recycling evaluation, based on best practices.
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Actions

Acting for more recycling is needed whatever the cost. Hopefully recycling allow to
earn possible outcomes (by selling, refurbish or reusing component, a Data Center
will earn more than by disposing materials. Now, it is also punished to not meet
minimum recycling obligations by regulation of some countries.

Cloud provider

As a cloud provider, impact on the environment due to IT equipment is important.
It is needed to reduce this impact by targeting main pain points of the service. First,
introduce the Three Rs regulation in all Data Center; a multitude of tools are avail-
able to help companies to recycle better. Here are main suggested improvements.

• Choose power saving ICT equipment. Labels such as Energy Star guides
companies and customer forward efficient ICT equipment alleging to waste less
energy while working. Almost standard today, it’s still important to carefully
watch the energy consumption of ICT devices, especially in a Data center.
Facet 3.2 (Energy Efficiency) describe the interest of energy savings at a Data
center scale, and same concepts applies to equipment.

• Get local distributors and partners. In order to decrease transportation
of components and materials, establish partnerships with local distributors and
associations to get new or reused IT components. This best practice is more
striking and cost-efficient applied to heavy Data center materials like server
racks. Local measures help a lot decreasing the life-cycle CO2 emissions of IT
equipment.

• Maintain and prolong failing servers. Maintenance of servers is a constant
and costly process in Data center. To economize resources, maintain failing
parts with refurbished part is a good practice. Failing part can be oriented to
a diagnostic service to determine if the component will be refurbish, reuse or
recycle. A performing maintenance service can reuse up to 75% refurbished
elements for components replacement.

• Refurbish and sort components of servers. A decommissioned servers still
have a lot of valuable elements to use for maintenance. Servers can be dis-
mantle in a specific service in charge of the evaluation of each component (such
as hard drive, CPU, motherboard, Flash devices, memory) and send them back
in an inventory (destinate to maintenance). In case of servers upgrade a lot
of refurbished components from inventory can still be useful for new servers
(motherboard, memory sticks...) and will allow cost savings. Components
that are not passing the quality test will be directed toward recycling services.

• Reuse or redistribute working components. After the refurbishing process, it
could happen that the inventory is containing too much components. To avoid
this problem, it is possible for the Data center to sell them in the secondary
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market. Cost-efficient for a Data center, this will insure the usefulness of IT
components until his end of life cycle. Therefore, it will reduce the carbon cost
of the IT component.

• Recycle broken component or confidential components related to sensible
data (hard drives, SSD, disks). Recycling is not an easy process, because
plastics and different substances include into components must be separated
and melted down for a future reuse in manufactures. As a Data Center, the
simplest way to recycle efficiently will be to approach local companies that
will be in charge of the recycling.

• Monitor and Communicate. Communicate recycling efforts of each Data
Center of the service, will allow customers to choose a Data Center for his
ecological aspect. Cloud providers will also show progresses in the recycling
domain and avoid possible taxes or restrictions in the future. It could also
encourage the industry to progress in the recycling and fight e-waste issues
around the world.

Developer, Company & User

First action is to be informed and favor Cloud services that have strong and public
recycling and equipment procurement policy. Non-environment friendly companies
should be aware that they have a bad policy and change for a better model. Public
actions and boycott could help to warn more people about the problem and give a
strong signal to Data center.

• Prefer purchasing already used IT equipments Rather than buying new
server, hard drive, and IT components in general, buying already used compo-
nents is less expensive and an environment friendly practice. According value
to ICT second hand ICT items helps reducing the e-waste problem and reduce
each item carbon cost per year by extending the life cycle of theses items.

• Recycle ICT items At your scale, it is as important to recycle as a larger
scale. A company should provide informations to help customers to recycle,
and follow basic recycling processes, to ensure a good life-cycle of IT equip-
ments. In particular in the case of IoT, where recycling is often neglected.
Establish a return policy for physical product connected to cloud services, and
insure the recycling process (repairing if possible, refurbish, or dismantle with
an association).
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Future & discussion

Most of cloud providers are already engage into good maintenance practices for
economical reasons, but are missing the ecology aspect of reusing, refurbishing or
good recycling practices. Some Data center are using too much new components
when they could use refurbish components for servers update for example. It is
also possible to find new usage with former servers, like cold storage, needing less
computing resources.

Moreover, it still a problem that almost all of the hard drive containing cus-
tomers data are destroyed to protect these data. It could be a good advancement
to improve this process and destroy less hard drive, but it need strong progress in
the manufacturing sector. Manufacturers are often reticent to reusing and must
evolve forward a greener conception of ICT products, favoring quality and ease of
maintenance instead of price for example. ICT manufacturing must also follow an
ecological life-cycle and reuse substances from previously used ICT, in order to avoid
e-waste being buried in landfills.

Governments and legislators have to take responsibilities, especially in emerg-
ing countries were the e-waste problem is a public health concern. Manufacturers
and companies that don’t recycle enough and which are participating to e-waste
exporting has to be taxed by public organization to compensate the environmental
destruction cost. Such a regulation will helps industrial actors to move forward a
better recycling model, and reduce the environmental footprint of cloud.
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3.4 Virtualization and Resources Optimization
Cloud computing is lot about resources optimization.
Virtualization has allowed huge progress in server man-
agement and how to efficiently offer a data center ar-
chitecture to numerous users. The abstraction of the
architecture behind a cloud service is very helpful to
play with cloud parameters and do more with less
resources , which is a good environmental move.
Elasticity is defining the ability of service to adapt
to the demand, a common practice for cloud provider.
Everyone is earning from this strategy: cloud providers
realize economy of scale on resources, cloud services pay less because they provide
just what is necessary to their users and users are supposed to use flawlessly the
service. From basics to suggested improvements, this section will browse the entire
spectrum of virtualization and possible resources optimization of cloud computing.

History: conventional servers facing Cloud servers

Cloud computing technologies, are providing huge advantages in comparison of pre-
vious serving technologies. Because one quarter of the data center in the world are
still not Cloud Data centers it seems important to include in this evaluation previous
systems, and describe the interests of Cloud computing facing conventional servers.

• Elasticity. The estimation of average server utilization (in a conventional
Data center) range from 5% to 20%. Cloud computing helped to fight over-
provisioning (and under-provisioning), by answering exact needs at the time
they arrive. Elasticity allows to avoid huge energy and computing resources
wasting at a service scale. It is also cutting the needs for websites and services
to get expensive servers for specific periods of the year, depending from product
seasonality, and answer efficiently customers needs.

• Resources sharing. Thanks to virtualization, cloud users can share a com-
mon resource (a server) without interacting or messing with other users ac-
tivities. Activity periods of users improve this system (users from different
time-zone will help to distribute computing load during rush period). Cou-
pled to the previous statement, it is possible to adjust users needs and couple
them in one server instead of multiples servers. Using virtualization, an aver-
age server utilization will pass from a 5%-20% range to a 70% usage rate.

• Automation. Cloud computing scale up and down automatically and don’t
need user input. Scale up and down are not visible from the user point of
view. Cloud computing services are able to answer needs in short timeframe
making them power efficient all the time.

• Economy of scale. Large Data centers helps the regrouping of servers at
one place. If these servers are respecting previous facets recommendation, the
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energy consumption of one big Data center will be better than a multitude of
not optimized small Data centers. This concept is developed in the following
figure (3.5).

Figure 3.5: Economy of scale through the usage of Cloud services.

In conclusion, it is important to note that cloud computing technologies had a
positive impact on previous (and still) existing technologies. The usage of cloud
computing allow mutualization of computing and storage resources lowering down
the number of servers needed around the world. This impact is certainly pos-
itive for environment protection and contribute in the reduction of energy con-
sumption in organization. But a Cloud services provider need also to ensure that
Data centers are respecting previously evoked environment friendly practices (en-
ergy source, data center efficiency and recycling) to have a long term neutral impact.

Such technologies and practices are the bases of a Cloud computing service.
What are potential problems of such technologies? What could create a lack of
optimization, wasting the entire efforts of Cloud computing services to go green?
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Problem

In this section, some usage variation will be presented to evaluate classic cloud
computing problems. Some of theses problems are causing consequences in Data
centers (most often an augmentation of the energy power usage). A better handling
of such problems helps to reduce cloud environmental impact. Here are some area
of interest encountered in cloud computing and services.

• Disk usage & Data replication

In cloud services, the amount of data is usually keeping growing up, due to Big
Data phenomenon. It is very important to not loose any bits of data, and this
is the reason why, to prevent failure, cloud services are using data replication
mechanism. The goal is to replicate (copy) data in different data centers of the
world. Such mechanism are resources costly, but needed, because disk failure
are one of the most common break in Data centers and an usual cause of data
loss. Geo-replication, for example, as a strong carbon impact (data migration
from one site to another mobilizes energy from various Data center and will
multiply the cost of keeping data by the number of replication). Following
schema (Figure 3.6) is presenting geo-replication concept.

Figure 3.6: A redundant cloud system: geo-replication.

Hard drive themselves are also using data redundancy algorithm. Hard drive
can using various redundancy techniques such as Redundant Array of In-
dependent Disks (RAID). The more performing the disk will be, the less
data it will be able to store. Once again, redundancy is a useful practice to
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avoid unsolvable data loss, but is by definition an available space factor (and
a Data center resources consumer).

The following chart (3.7) is presenting a classic data evolution and how a data
replication affect the final quantity of disk space used on Data centers.

Figure 3.7: Evolution of 1 unit of global hard drive usage depending from Data
center redundancy policy and hard drive RAID level.

Possible issues of a overuse of redundant systems are energy consumption rising
as well as equipment useless multiplication. Not every part of a cloud service
are needing expensive redundancy strategies, and cloud actors need to evaluate
carefully impacts and usefulness of data redundancy and replication.

• Memory & computing power usage

Answering customer needs with precision and fastness is the common challenge
of cloud services. Memory and computing power must be provided equally to
multiple customers to ensure the quality of service, even during peak load.
The main problem of cloud services is that the customer flow is unpredictable
and not continuous (see example 3.4). To optimize the computing power, it is
needed to provide nearly the exact amount of resources asked by user flow.
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Strategies to answer user needs are various, depending from multiple criteria
like environment, software, data center capacities, virtualization technologies.
Some cloud providers are still providing conventional servers with a cloud
infrastructure. In this kind of services, it is possible to scale up and down the
server, but it need a human input. Such systems are questionable, because
they do not benefits from scalability improvement and are often good examples
of over-provisioning. So, theses systems have poor environmental performance.

• Failures, SLA and TIER classification

Failures are commonplace in Data centers, and the maintenance cost related
to failures is high. This part has been developed in previous facet (3.3). In
order to provide a good quality of services, cloud providers usually follow
commitments set in Service-Level Agreement (SLA). SLA are important
for cloud providers because if they break agreement they have to pay fees. So
Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) and Mean Time To Repair (MTTR)
are important metrics to follow. The severe the SLA are, the most reliable a
cloud service will be. In order to satisfy this level of service, it generate a lot of
technologies to enhance permanent availability: redundancy, emergency power
generators, double cabling of the IT equipment. A strict SLA will logically
enhance the power and resources consumption of a Data center.

Data centers are benchmarked with TIER (from 1 to 4) evaluating the ability
of a system to be available along the year. This classification is proposed with
the following Figure (3.8), and attributed (after evaluation) to Data center by
the Uptime Institute4.

Figure 3.8: TIER classification levels.

TIER evaluation is very related to SLA, and the TIER 4 is increasing a lot the
environmental impact of an IT structure. Service breaks are not acceptable
for most of the companies, but the usefulness of a constant availability of the
entire spectrum of service is contestable from the environmental point of view.

4https://uptimeinstitute.com/tiers
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• Not using Virtualization

Thanks to virtualization technologies, a very large number of users can share
a single server, which increase utilization. The interest of virtualization is to
used during low demand period a sleep mode, allowing servers to consume less
energy than during normal or stress demand period.
It is possible to optimize virtualization technologies to totally switch off use-
less components if they are not in use such as resources scheduling or virtual
machine migration. In conclusion, Virtualization is the foundation stone of
an efficient data center, and the multiple actions described in next sub-section
are based on virtualization optimizing.

Evaluation

Evaluating this facet is complex, because it require a very good knowledge of tech-
nologies used by a cloud Data center to be relevant. Cloud Data centers are supposed
to use better technology compare to conventional Data center, making them earning
minimum points in each grading section. If studying a cloud service Virtualization
and Resources Optimization is not relevant, the facet will be excluded from the final
score computation, and the cloud service should work on providing more data about
technologies in use in his Data center fleet.

Section Not
implicated Shows efforts Engaged

0 0.15 0.3
Virtualization No virtualization Virtualization Live VM migration

algorithms
0 0.15 0.3

Disk usage &
data replication

Data is replicated
& disk are not
monitored

Replication &
RAID level are

divided depending
from needs

Replication &
RAID level evolve

in time

0 0.15 0.3
Load balancing
& elasticity No elasticity, or

load balancing VM are elastic
Efficient load
balancing
techniques

0 +0.05 +0.05

SLA, TIER No specific
limitations or
improvements

TIER are fixed
depending from
customers needs

SLA are respected
according with
optimization
possibilities

Facet total Sum of each section score.

Table 3.4: Virtualization & resources optimization grading, based on best practices.
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Actions

A multitude of research are offering solutions to implements resources optimizers
for servers and Data centers. From machine learning to component point of view,
solutions can be easy to test and implements in large Data centers, to allow huge
economy of scale in a long term period. Some Data centers are already using various
technologies that could be similar to presented technologies here.

1. Load balancing

Choosing a good load balancing techniques is an important need of a cloud
service, to exploit as the best resources of a cloud Data center. In addition,
load balancing is useful to reduce energy consumption of a Data center to
resolve over-provisioning or under-provisioning issues.

Load balancing techniques are targeting multiple purpose and it is hard to
choose the best energy efficient one, because it depends also from the Data
center architecture, VM environment and servers setup. A load balancing
technique target different measurable objectives such as Resource utilization,
Overhead Associated, Throughput, Performance, Scalability, Response Time,
Migration time, Fault tolerance and Energy Consumption.

A good mix for an energy efficient cloud load balancing technique will focus
into optimizing Resource utilization, and having a low Overhead Associated,
and for sure balancing workloads efficiently to reduce energy consumption.

2. Resources scheduling

Data center resources are not fix during time and it is perfectly possible to
define evolving serving models. A system can for example propose multi-
purpose cloud storage model, based on TIER level. Archive storage doesn’t
need to be TIER 3 and could be proposed in a TIER 1 level, at a less expensive
price. Advantages of such model are energy and resources savings.

Some components of a Data center can also be switch off when they are not in
use like DIMM, or storage. Such mechanism results in important energy econ-
omy, but increase the risk of violating SLA. Again, such model can be proposed
for specific demands of customers and schedule in consequence. DIMMer [23],
is an interesting approach offering good results.

3. Processor optimization

In a conventional Data center, the CPU utilization oscillate between 10% and
50% most of the time. A server usually consume power according to the us-
age, but power consumption is not decreasing enough according to utilization,
resulting in a bad performance in terms of server energy efficiency. A concept
has been popularized to avoid this problem: energy-proportionality servers.
An energy-proportional server will consume much less power (see Figure 3.9).
By reducing power of server that are not in use, the energy efficiency rise.
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Figure 3.9: Dynamic power range and related energy efficiency

Such results are permitted with the help of processors optimization (and has
been applied to others components: DRAM, disk drives, networking switches)
and defined as dynamic power range. The higher the value is, the best the
allowed variation of power will be. It is important for cloud actors to check at
components possibilities to save energy consumption.
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4. Dark Silicon

Dark silicon is a top of the edge innovation, which is targeting chips. This
technology is complex and still under development, but the goal is to go over
limitations encountered in Dennard scaling and Moore’s law (not meeting pre-
diction). To resume the concept, silicon area are used to isolate transistors and
improve performance, resulting in wide areas of the chip appearing as black
giving the name "Dark silicon".

According to research paper the usage of black silicon chip could help a lot to
gain energy efficiency (1.4x) and facilitate parallel processes in chip. Silicon
offer also new potential of 40% energy savings. It also helps to reduce pro-
duction of heat in chip an interesting property for cloud Data centers. Cloud
computing actors can follow the evolution of this technology and invest in
future computing chips that will result from this innovation.

5. Live VM Migration

Live VM migration allows cloud Data centers to move a virtual machine from
one physical machine to another one through the network. This migration is
seamless for client or application. The virtual machine can take a new place in
the same Data center (for example if there is a power break in a specific part
of the Data center or servers overcharge). It can also move in another part of
the world, in another Data center, presenting multiple possible advantages in
our case.

Some Data centers are relying on renewable energy sources that are not reli-
able at 100%, for example solar panels works only during the day and wind
turbine are not working in low wind conditions. An energy aware algorithm
for re-location of VM depending from Data centers production could cut this
availability problem to dependency to unclean energy sources.

Furthermore, a continuous system of live migration can help reducing over-
charging of virtual machine. If the Data center fleet of a cloud provider is
equipped with processor optimization algorithms, moving a VM from an over-
charged server to a under-provisioned servers will reduce efficiently the power
consumption of the overall Data center. To optimize this observation, it could
be useful to couple live-migration technology to a power consumption aware
machine learning algorithm, in order to automatize live migration efficiently
from over-provisioned servers to under-provisioned servers.

6. About smaller and decentralize Data centers

Another solution is to rely on a fleet of smaller Data centers, usually without
centralization. Such small Data centers have many advantages. With last
progresses in energy reusing, a small Data center can reuse produced heat
more easily (to heat swimming pools or public buildings). Such server are also
efficient to answer local needs and can act as cache system for a bigger service.
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NaDa, a system of nano-datacenter proposed in the Vytautas Valancius pa-
per’s [24] estimated able to save 20% to 30% energy use for a similar service
compared to a traditional Data center facility.

Future & discussion

Data center needs to keep improving every level of their architecture and propose
new techniques to schedule and balance load better. Such optimization are helping
reduce the energy consumption of a Data center, and usually improve performances
of the cloud infrastructure.

The complexity for a cloud provider still to respect as much as possible SLA and
moving forward energy efficiency a total optimization of virtualization and resources
is not easy without pushing down performance. Developers should also optimize
their application to fit cloud architecture constraints and ensure to get the most
from virtualization techniques.
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3.5 Usage Management Policy
Big Data (2.1) is a huge market opportunity: Internet
and Cloud Computing service users are producing a
lot of valuable data: text, meta-data, image, sound,
video are everywhere. Cloud computing engage many
automatic processes to handle theses data: to get value
from them, but also savings them in multiple servers
and places to avoid data loss. This process is defined as
data replication. Such a process has a cost, and cloud
storage, even if it is sound like infinite, has physical
limits and effects in the world.

Problem

Big Data is causing a Cloud computing environmental problem that can be state
in the following way. A certain amount of data staying in the cloud for a fixed
amount of time has an associated carbon cost due to Cloud computing activities
and depending from Cloud provider environmental policy. The following equation
is proposed from the previous statement.

Carbon cost (data) = Data ∗ Total Cloud provider Data & Data Process

Total Carbon Cost of a Cloud provider
(3.6)

Considering that Data is also, by essence, consuming a little part of Data center
energy 24 hour a day all year long, a simple file on the cloud could consume much
more than a file on a computer or on a hard drive that most of user switch off
when they are not using it. But most of theses files have a value (for cloud service
provider, or for the user) and there is no discussion about the usefulness of a cloud
service. The real question here is more about the usefulness of a data or a file in
time. Is it efficient to store data on the cloud if they have not been used in a long
time? Is it possible to evaluate the usefulness of a file and suggest to delete non
useful files or data? Starting from when must we suppress non consulted content?
In the case of death, how a cloud service should handle data?

Such problems are questioning the usefulness of keeping huge quantity of data in
time. If an ecology dimension is added to this problematic, we need to evaluate the
interest of keeping data in time considering that it consume world resources (energy,
datacenter equipment).

On the cloud service hand, hard drive are consuming between 25% and 40%
of a Data center energy. Reducing the dependence could help reduce the energy
consumption and related CO2 emissions. A green data storage will target resources
consuming practices (data duplication, high availability data and energy expensive
drives) to replace them by new equipment or efficient algorithms.

Big data trend is not helping going on the direction of green data storage or re-
ducing the quantity of data. In 2018, it has been estimated that the world produce
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50’000 GB per second. The value hidden behind such data amount produce encour-
age cloud actors to go for inexpensive data storage solutions to maximize profit.
Such choices rise up the environmental cost, covered behind low prices practices
(material choices, absence of recycling, employee and manufacturing conditions).

Evaluation

In order to evaluate the Usage Management Policy of a cloud actor, we will use the
following grading table (3.5).

Please note that if a cloud service is not manipulating quantities of data (in
the case of a simple database, less than 5 Go), this facet will be marked as "Not
relevant". If the cloud provider, is evaluated, the entire infrastructure is taken into
account.

Section Not
implicated Shows efforts Engaged

0 0.15 0.3
Distribute
data charge No charge

distribution
Multiple Tier for
data processing

AND reduce after
time in favor of
cold storage

0 0.15 0.3
Data Duplication
Policy Massive data

duplication
Optimize data
duplication

Data
de-duplication
algorithms

0 0.15 0.3
Engaging user
in data reduction No

Interface show
limited storage
(not infinite)

Interface propose
and encourage

users to delete data
0 +0.05 +0.05

Low energy
consumption storage

Mix of hard drives
are energy
expensive

SSD MAID / Cold
storage disks

Facet total Sum of each section score.

Table 3.5: Usage management policy evaluation, based on best practices.

This grading framework references most commonly used practices related to data
usage and its management. A performing service will validate a great amount of
points and get a better score than a low performance service or provider showing
few efforts in the data management problematic.
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Actions

We all have a role to play in our use of cloud services. A systematic use and storage
of our files on a cloud service is not a good environmental move, and cloud providers
should engage and help users to suppress useless data after a time.

Cloud Provider

With the help of AI, and automatic scheduling, it possible to economize a lot of Data
center storage resources. Some Data center are classifying Data storage depending
from the need of users to access data, allowing to switch off most often less used
disk. Main breakthroughs in cloud usage are proposed here.

1. WARM / COLD Storage

For major cloud services handling a flow of data it is needed to classify data
based on the user need. The most the data is recent, the greater the probability
that the data will be used and needed is, and the hotter the storage will be.
Indeed, multiple access to the data will be requested in a short to medium
period of time, pushing associated Data center storage to his limit. At the
opposite, the less a data is requested, the colder the storage will be. A cold
storage can run on lower performances, because access rate to storage are not
frequent. Following schema is representing this concept (3.10).

Figure 3.10: Warm & Cold storage: a data life-cycle

For each temperature of Data usage and storage, different set of technologies
are used. Usually, it’s from the most efficient one (int terms of performance)
to the last efficient one. The access time to storage solutions such as Tape, or
hard drive not running can be up to 2 minutes. Such solutions are perfectly
fitting the needs for an energy efficient emergency back up, in the case of data
loss.
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The data classifying according to the average consultation rate of data is com-
puted automatically, and trigger multiple data migration from one server to
another. It can be coupled to a de-duplication algorithm, to discharge SSDs
drive used for the WARM storage part. A data considered as Warm is also
probably add to the cache system of the service, useful to decrease the serving
cost for a cloud service.

At the opposite side, cold storage will provide storage at a minimum energetic
cost. The goal here is to save customers file, without wasting cloud services
storage resources. Old hard drive that are not meeting anymore the Data
center requirements could be use for the cold storage part and switch off most
of the time. At user need, storage will be switch one again to access the data.
Access speed will be very slow, but it’s a very good compromise to avoid useless
energy waste.

Figure 3.11: Facebook has deploy a 1 petabyte storage solution based on 10’000
Blu-Ray optical discs, defined as Freeze storage.

Depending from the cloud services needs, it might not be efficient to implement
huge cold storage solutions. But implementing such solutions in the case of
a cloud service oriented for Big Data is mandatory to avoid huge energy and
resources wasting. At a small level, it is possible to use data tiering, and
allocate files to different storage systems depending from the classification.
Tier 1 is for on-demand data, Tier 2 for non critical data but still useful timely,
and last Tier 3 is for archival data. Tier 1 could use high performances drives
(like SSD, see next point), Tier 2 RAID hard drives, and Tier 3 MAID storage
(see point 3). Such systems could improve efficiently the energy performance
of a Data center and reduce the environmental impact of a cloud computing
service.

2. SSD

Solid-state drives (SSD) have multiple interesting criteria for a responsible
data management. First, the performance of this solution are higher than
classic hard drives. Access rate for SSD as an average of 0.1 ms, a very
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good performance compare to mechanical hard drive (between 12 and 16 ms).
It also a better concurrent writing speed, an advantage in the context of a
cloud service. Investing in SSD is good for cloud performances and energy
performances due to a better power management (partitioning performance,
less maintenance operations to execute, few cooling needs). To conclude, SSD
hard drive, even if they are expensive, are providing significant improvement to
the quality of service and to the environmental performance of a Data center.

3. MAID

Massive Array of Idle Disks (MAID) helps prolongs the hard drive life and
reduce the power consumption of storage. This technology allows to switch off
useless storage drive (the disk is not always spinning). Drives are periodically
tested to detect failures and helps data savings (data will be transfered to
others drives), making this technology reliable for storage. Because hard drives
are less active, cool down requirements is also reduced, helping a data center
to increase is Energy Efficiency (Facet 3.2).

4. Data de-duplication

Data de-duplication is eliminating redundant data for disk space and band-
width savings. The idea of de-duplication is to verify if files are not already
existing in database before adding them to a storage or a backup file. A link
to the source will be provided instead of a copy of the file, allowing to re-
duce efficiently the original needed space on the storage system. Effectiveness
is varying a lot from one system to another, depending from type of data,
number of users. Applying some de-duplication algorithm as allowed savings
90% of the disk and bandwidth for common business settings, showing the
efficiency of this technology for savings cloud providers resources.

5. User limitation & data deletion: a controversy

Data centers have no interest for limiting user or encouraging data deletion
after time, because it is profitable in terms of business. The most a service pro-
duce data, the most the architecture will grow to fill customers need and grow
up the usage invoice. This lead to a main contradiction for cloud providers:
they are not encouraging a reasonable usage of their services, because it is one
of the basis of their business model. Even more questionable, a fast growth
of a service may require more fast investment in Data center to fulfill cus-
tomers need. Fast investments can lead to bad architectural choices, with few
consideration of the environmental impact of Data centers related activities.
Fast growth of cloud Chinese providers rising up the dirty sources electrical
consumption (mostly coal) is a perfect example of a rising problematics due
to fast and inconsiderate expansion of cloud providers.

To avoid this, it is recommended for a cloud providers to ensure the quality of
Data centers build to answer a growing demand.
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Developer & Company

It is in the interest of developers and company to ensure that a cloud providers
respect previously evocate technologies, to enhance data storage performance, and
have less expenses related to cloud usage. Data de-duplication is a mechanism that
can be implemented directly on a the service deployed on the company cloud, to
save resources.

Most of all, a service has responsibilities toward the production of data and
the maintenance of them. Mostly used web services are offering potentially infinite
storage space to their users (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, on-line drives, web-mail
client). The user is never or too rarely informed that produced data have an impact
on real world resources, and data deletion is hard to execute. This is a real problem,
that will grow in the future, as the unconsidered usage of cloud services grow without
any cleaning of old unused data.

Evolution of European regulations has rose up the interest toward the ownership
of data known as General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Europeans could
ask to a cloud service to delete all data collected by the service. Bringing this
concept farther could be a nice initiative to decrease the environmental charge of
keeping data in the cloud, through a suggestion systems for old data deletion. It
is also important to inform users about data environmental impact, and offering
infinite looking storage space is not helping going on that direction of economizing
resources. Such mechanism are showing honesty to customer, and encourage them
to evaluate their impact by using web services. If they are used by the community,
it could reduce efficiently the usage of costly cloud storage services5.

Figure 3.12: We Transfer interface

6https://wetransfer.com/
5Long term impact has not been studied in a real world use case. Too few services are offering

this kind of responsible interface and I didn’t find any public research in this field.
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User

As a cloud services user, we have a very strong role to play in our usage of web-
services. Here is a list of principle possible actions.

• Reasonable usage of Cloud storage and services. A better usage of
cloud services is possible, especially for large files. Using a cloud as an archive
storage must be limited to high importance files, cause it’s much less energy
efficient than a physical external hard drive (consuming no energy when it is
off and not transferring important quantities of data across the network).

• Delete old data periodically. As users, most of files, e-mails and data
stored on the web are not consulted and useful after a certain amount of
time. For example, advertisement campaigns e-mails are not read anymore
after 1 month in general. Suppressing periodically this type of e-mail (every 2
months for example) is helping discharging a cloud e-mail client with useless
data. Setting up your own time-period for each kind of file is a good practice.
Data can be moved from the cloud to a external hard drive and data from
the cloud deleted, to reduce cloud dependence. Area to target in priority are
important sized data and files such as video, images, music and sound. Such
files are impacting on a cloud infrastructure: a set of images could quickly
reach 50 Go, and could occupy from 2% to 8% of 2 Tb hard drive depending
from data redundancy policy.

• Responsible first. Prefer responsible cloud services and storage first, check-
ing at energy sources is very important to avoid important CO2 emissions
related to the use of a service. But it is important to always consider that
keeping data on the cloud is always consuming energy at the opposite of off-
cloud technologies.

• Re-think free product usage. If there is nothing to pay, it means that
users are the product. A cloud services has to generate revenue to pay a not
negligible cloud architecture cost. Allowing cloud services to manipulate data
is an important part of user agreement, but users should always care and keep
the control of their data. GDPR laws have allowed European countries Internet
users to take back control on the data they share with cloud services. It is a
great progress to consult and delete personal data stored by cloud services.

Future & discussion

In the future, generation of data will keep growing. It is an urging subject to
reduce the total amount of data stored in world Data centers. Some predictions are
suggesting that cloud computing will represent a growing part of the global energy
consumption (actually around 2%). Users and cloud actors have to recognize this
potential problem and move forward together a responsible usage of cloud services.
A model where usefulness of cloud activities is evaluated, as well as data utility in
time, through responsible interfaces.
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3.6 References Table
Facets definition are based on readings and research. To simplify the reading, most
of the references are not provided in the development, but still present in this table.
References are sorted by topic for each facet.

Facet Subject References Publication
years

Air Pollution & Effects [16, 25–30] 2008, 2013, 2016,
2018

Coal Energy [31–42] 1994, 2001, 2009,
2014, 2017, 2018

Gas & Oil Energy [31, 42–51] [2014 - 2016]

Nuclear Energy [31, 52–58] 1999, 2014, 2016,
2017

Renewable Energy [31, 59–66] 2001, [2014-2016]

(1)
Energy
Source

Data Center practices and
energy choices

[10, 17, 18]
[67–75]

2011, 2012,
[2014-2018]

PUE & Efficiency Metrics
Calculation [76, 77] 2014, 2017

Best practices for Data
Center Design [78–82] 2006, 2008, 2010,

2014, 2018
Water cooling [83–85] 2014, 2016, 2018

(2)
Data Center
Efficiency

Temperature regulation [86–88] 2014, 2017, 2018
Problem: Recycling &
Equipment

[21, 22,
89–91]

2006, 2007, 2009,
2015

E-waste: a growing problem
affecting environment [92–98] 2006, 2007, 2010,

2011, 2015, 2016

(3)
Data Center

Equipment and
Recycling Policy Recycling: good practices

examples and resources
[92,
99–102]

2008, 2007, 2015,
2016, 2018

History [103–106] 2008, 2010, 2012
Problem [107–109] 2008, 2013, 2015
Resources and processor
optimization [110–118] 2007, 2011, 2012,

2014, 2015, 2018

Dark Silicon [119–123] [2011 - 2013],
2016

Live VM Migration & load
balancing [124–130] 2005, 2012,

[2015, 2017]

(4)
Virtualization
and Resources
Optimization

Decentralized Data centers [24,
131–134] 2009, 2013, 2016
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Big Data [135–137] 2014, 2015, 2017
Issues and data generation [138–142] 2012, 2014, 2015

Warm and Cold storage [143–150] [2012 - 2014],
[2016 - 2018]

Data de-duplication [151–157] 2008, 2010, 2012,
2016

(5)
Usage

Management
Policy

User data reduction [158–163] 2015, 2017

All references are presented in Bibliography section, at the end of the document.



Chapter 4

Implementation

The facet system presented in chapter 3 lead to a logical evaluation tool development
in the form of a website. This chapter describe this tool developed to manipulate
and attribute grade to a cloud computing service.

4.1 Implementation definition
The idea is to represent in a visual way the grading framework to allows manipulation
on it. Each facet will compute a facet score based on user inputs. This website have
followings objectives:

• Accept users input according to facet needs.

• Compute each facet score and a total cloud computing environmental perfor-
mance score.

• Provide mains possible improvements, depending from user role (as a cloud
provider, as a developer or company, as a cloud service user).

The web-page is developed with web languages HTML5, CSS3 and Javascript.
Materialize1 a material front-end framework has been used for the user interface
presentation, and back-end computation are done in Javascript.

This website is seen as a prototype version to evaluate a cloud computing service.
Possible improvements of this prototype are presented in next chapter.

1https://materializecss.com/
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4.2 Website presentation & description
Website is accessible at this link: http://pitalier.fr/cloud-environment-grading/

• Facet 1 : Energy source

• Facet 2 : Data center efficiency

http://pitalier.fr/cloud-environment-grading/
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• Facet 3 : Data center equipment and recycling policy

• Facet 4 : Virtualization and resources optimization

Figure 4.1: We Transfer interface
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• Facet 5 : Usage management policy

• Final score computation



Chapter 5

Evaluation & Discussion

This chapter is dedicated to an open discussion about the thesis analysis and im-
plementation and possible future improvements of the prototype.

5.1 Analysis evaluation
It has not been simple to classify all cloud computing activities from the Data cen-
ter to application usage: cloud computing is a vast domain, and there are multiple
technologies to take into consideration to evaluate the total impact of one entire
cloud service. This thesis goal is to set up a framework to include as many services
as possible, creating the main framework weakness: this study is very broad and
simplified to main technologies and main sources of impact.

Environmental impact are difficult to evaluate because they depends on multiple
factors (CO2 emissions, others pollutants, environmental ability to treat a part of
pollutant, human communities). Commonly, environment effects are very dependent
to time flow, and most of durable effects are not visible from a human perspective.
Industry products are not enough conscious of future impacts of polluters, and the
e-waste problem still a major issue for cloud computing actors that have unsure
recycling policy. So, long-terms impacts have not been evaluated enough in
this analysis. Other worrisome point, a cloud service may provide fake metrics about
his services, or adjust the number to avoid being pointed out as a bad environmental
players. Some cloud providers are also taking engagement but how to evaluate if
theses engagement are followed? To force cloud actors being responsible, we need
more actions from government or associations, like Greenpeace did in 2012 with
the Clicking Clean action. Besides, Clicking Clean [10] report is evaluating cloud
companies engagement and policy, adding an interesting supplementary dimension
to cloud environmental performances reporting.

Furthermore, some important parts close to cloud computing has not been into
account into this evaluation framework. Network and communication are also en-
vironment costly technologies. Impacts are multiple, and often related to energy
consumption. Communication through 4G network are, for example, highly energy
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consuming compared to traditional cable or fiber network. Because Internet users
are more and more using cloud services from mobile devices, it is a concerning prob-
lem. Surveys from Bianzino et al. [164] and Ismail et al. [165] questioning problems
around networking and possible technologies for Green Networking.

Nonetheless, there are multiple positive moves for innovative environment friendly
practices. On the Data center side, locating servers is at the heart of tomorrow sav-
ings, cold country like Finland, Canada, Sweden or Norway are easing free cooling.
Greenland as unique value through geothermal source offering a continuous and
efficient renewable energy source, in addition to a cold climate. About carbon emis-
sions and air pollution, China made improvement in the energy production sector,
by promoting renewable energy sources to replace coal energy, and others countries
are slowly evolving toward a better energy mix. On technological side, the sector is
in constant improvement. Dark silicon advancement is very encouraging to reduce
energy consumption, and many algorithms are developed to enhance virtualization
and elasticity performances. Now, cloud actors needs to invest on theses technolo-
gies and implement them on Data center to follow the innovation path. Big data
is the most concerning side: last trends are not encouraging toward a reduction of
data production. On my point of view, it is needed to engage more research on that
problem, to avoid an exponential growth of cloud storage needs.

5.2 Implementation: possible improvement ideas
The implementation presented in this thesis could be improved in multiple ways.
Here are some important suggestions to make the tool more accessible.

• Add a cloud actors database

It is pertinent to allows the crawling of a cloud actors, where results are pre-
filled according with last progress from cloud companies. In addition, a re-
search bar can be added, asking for a web address. The website provider can
be search, using WHOIS IP lookup technology, and provide the environmental
grade, facet per facet based on database results.

• Navigator plug-in (web scanner)

Based on a previously evocate database, an additional tool can be developed.
During crawling web sessions, user don’t necessary know the website environ-
mental impact. A navigator plug-in can solve this problem by automatically
identifying the cloud service provider and shows the environmental perfor-
mance of the currently crawled website. It is also conceivable that the plug-in
can helps addressing website provider message on social networks (if they have
bad performances), to encourage cloud actors moving forward a better model.

• Provide more popularized content about cloud technologies

In order to remove barriers to understand what is cloud computing for users,
a popularized version of the evaluation tool can be developed. It is essential
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to address the cloud environmental implications problem to public audience
and not only professional or scientific communities, to push cloud actors to
recognize the problem.

• Open the project

This project has to be open sourced to be efficient. Community could par-
ticipate to data collection about cloud environmental implication, and helps
grading different cloud services practices. Correction and improvement of the
existing grading framework can be lead by community, to give credibility to
the entire environmental evaluation framework.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

This thesis analyses cloud computing practices and their impact on environment.
Despite the fact that cloud computing allows resources sharing through virtualiza-
tion, IT infrastructure are electric energy consuming and pollutions emitter. Cou-
pled to the increasing usage of cloud services and massive data generation, cloud
computing will continue to have a strong environmental impact, if cloud actors are
not moving forward a greener model.

In order to analyses cloud computing environmental performance, an evaluation
framework has been proposed, divide in five facets and judging multiple criteria of
a cloud service. Based on a scientific review of last improvements, technologies and
innovations of the cloud computing sector, it gives an overview of cloud and related
environmental issues due to two main categories. Energy production and E-Waste
are main pollution due to cloud computing and impact durably the environment in
multiple way such as air pollution, health problems, ground pollution. Others cloud
impacting activities could reduce two main pollution categories emissions (through
energy efficiency, less e-waste production, recycling, computing resources optimiza-
tion). Facets are presented in the following table 3.1.

In addition to this evaluation, multiple additional contents has been added to
state problems and solution of a facet. This way, a facet is focusing on one type of
cloud computing environmental factor. Impacts and problem are described, then an
evaluation is provided. After, possible improvements are listed for different types
of people or company interacting with cloud technologies. At last, an essay about
future trends is discussed and debated.

Finally, an evaluation tool has been implemented to manipulate the framework
and grade different cloud services, depending from user inputs.

In conclusion, main contributions of this work for studying cloud computing
usage environmental consequences are the following. A survey of the knowledge
about cloud energy sources, Data center efficiency, equipment and recycling policy,
and technologies improving computing or resources efficiency. The scope of the study
is large, evaluating the entirety of cloud environmental impacts. Furthermore, this
thesis propose and implement an evaluation framework based on previous survey
findings, giving ability to grade a cloud service based on whole impacting activities.
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